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Lecere’s Firms Adds Yet Another Satisfied Customer At Provence 620 And Is Featured On
Virmmac.com

Company Profile to be Presented on Virmmac.com and HotStockCafe.com, Noting Details of Recent
Announcement of LCRE adding yet another satisfied customer at Provence 620.

Sept. 22, 2010 - PRLog -- Lapeer, Michigan:  Virmmac.com and HotStockCafe.com.com (Virmmac, LLC)
shares with investors that  – Software startup Lecere Corporation (Pink Sheets: LCRE) announced today
that its FIRMS Software as a Service added yet another satisfied customer at Province 620 in Asheville,
North Carolina (www.province620.com).

Chris Barlas of Province 620 had this to say about Lecere’s FIRMS.

“Gregg Schillinger and his Lecere team have been there every second since going live.  Even though they're
on the opposite end of the country it feels like Lecere is right beside us every step of the way. Their services
have surpassed our expectations and the FIRMS software seems limitless in its capabilities.  It feels like
we've come out of an ice age and entered into a new way of servicing our customers.  I can't imagine doing
business any other way.”

Said Jim Morris, CEO of Lecere, “Each new client we add is a satisfied customer. Presently we are on
schedule with FIRMS and we are close to going live with our new automated provisioning and credit card
processing features.  We are optimistic that these latest additions will enable us to increase our client base
at an accelerated pace.

Lecere Corporation’s profile, including Company site information, Company forum and custom RSS Feeds
can be viewed on Virmmac’s (www.Virmmac.com) or www.HotStockCafe.com  websites.
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Safe Harbor Act: This release includes forward-looking statements made pursuant to the safe harbor
provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 that involves risks and uncertainties
including, but not limited to, the impact of competitive products, the ability to meet customer demand, the
ability to manage growth, acquisitions of technology, equipment, or human resources, the effect of
economic business conditions, and the ability to attract and retain skilled personnel. The Company is not
obligated to revise or update any forward-looking statements in order to reflect events or circumstances that
may arise after the date of this release.

Disclaimer: Verify all claims and do your own due diligence. Virmmac.com profiles are not a solicitation or
recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities. Virmmac.com is not offering securities for sale. An offer to
buy or sell can be made only with accompanying disclosure documents and only in the states and provinces
for which they are approved. All statements and expressions are the sole opinion of the editor and are
subject to change without notice. Virmmac.com is not liable for any investment decisions by its readers or
subscribers. It is strongly recommended that any purchase or sale decision be discussed with a financial
adviser, or a broker-dealer, or a member of any financial regulatory bodies. The information contained
herein has been provided as an information service only. The accuracy or completeness of the information
is not warranted and is only as reliable as the sources from which it was obtained. It should be understood
there is no guarantee that past performance will be indicative of future results. Investors are cautioned that
they may lose all or a portion of their investment in this or any other company. In order to be in full
compliance with the Securities Act of 1933, Section 17(b), Virmmac.com is owned and operated by
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Virmmac.com. Neither Virmmac.com nor any of its affiliates, or employees shall be liable to you or anyone
else for any loss or damages from use of this e-mail, caused in whole or part by its negligence or
contingencies beyond its control in procuring, compiling, interpreting, reporting, or delivering this Web
Site or e-mail and any contents. Since Virmmac.com receives compensation and its employees or members
of their families may hold stock in the profiled companies, there is an inherent conflict of interest in
Virmmac.com statements and opinions and such statements and opinions cannot be considered
independent. Virmmac.com and its management may benefit from any increase in the share prices of the
profiled companies. Information contained herein contains "forward looking statements" within the
meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities and Exchange Act
of 1934. Any statements that express or involve discussions with respect to predictions, expectations,
beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goals, assumptions or future events or performance are not statements
of historical facts and may be "forward looking statements". Forward looking statements are based on
expectations, estimates and projections at the time the statements are made that involve a number of risks
and uncertainties which could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those presently
anticipated. Virmmac.com services are often paid for using free-trading shares. Virmmac.com may be
selling shares of stock at the same time the profile is being disseminated to potential investors; this should
be viewed as a definite conflict of interest and as such, the reader should take this into consideration. 

Visit us for a full Disclaimer at: http://www.Virmmac.com  on the bottom of the home page. 

CONTACT:  Tel: 810-333-9159      e-mail: info@virmmac.com  

http://www.Virmmac.com         http://www.HotStockCafe.com

# # #

Virmmac, LLC offers a comprehensive package of services that can be tailored to each company’s precise
needs. This modular approach enables our clients to utilize the specific tools we offer on a cost-effective
basis.

--- End ---
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